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The number of known living languages exceea'f
3 000 the gift majoiity of ^ Inch can be ascribed
to about i dozen mam language families More
thin half the. \ mid s popu' tion of 3 & 3_ 000 000
how ever can be reached bi is few as 13 languages
 though   for   Utenrv   purposes  chfi ical   (Inshv
aenc w s emptied in Scotland until the iSth
enf )     Manx G lehc in on tlif point of extinction
Cornish sun rved until the 18th cent
 
Languages are related in a distinct group if their
ancestry can eitner be t-aced back to the bame
mother tongue or be inferred to derive from an
a, "timed parent language (through comparative
Img-uistie methods historical records etc ) Tie
term familv is used for fie largest po=>-,ible such
gioupmg Contrary to common belie' related Ian
guages need not be ahke phoneticalh or gram
m tically nor need speakers of related languages
have racial or cultural characteristics in common
The scientific study of the structure and mecha
rues of language in general is the domain of general
linguistics vauous branches of which connect v ith
other sciences siiuh as for example communica
tion theory Comparatne linguistics denotes the
study of the history and relationships of individual
languages and language groups and has connec
tions therefore with social studies such as ethno
loty and historical geogiaphy Modern linguistic
study has developed from the study oi compara
tive philology which dates fiorn the end of the
18th cent It achieved greater scientific objecti
vity and exactitude in the last decade& of the 19th
cent smce when the term -philology has re\erted
to its original significance denoting the studj
chiefly of written texts itt> connections lie there
fore rather with literary historj and criticism
Chinese has the greatest number of speakers
followed by English Hindi Russian Spanish
Japanese German French Italian Malay
Bengali and Portugese
 A hiigna Smnm is a language which acts as a
medium of communication over a la-ge multi
lmgu\l area such as Hindi in India S"vahih in
bouthem Afr-ca Malay in the southwestern
Pa«fk, areas
A hybrid language arises when foreign spei1 ers
adopt tne ba^io vocabulary of a second language
usually as a conunerci il medium and adapt st to
their own phonetic ind grammatical patterns
Pidnm F iplt'sh ia ELghsh-Cantcnese Btricti la
Mar is English-Polyne ian Paiiiamento is Negro-
Spanish ot Curacao
An artificial language is one that has been
deliberated constructed to aft a° a universal
medium of communication the best known is
Esperanto
A standard language is one recognised by a state
as its national language and ut.ed for admimstra
tion national communications (i g radio) and
education It may be one of several 1 mpruages
actually spoken in a particular country or a
particular form or dialect in a state where dialectal
differences are acute e g standard Italian is the
Tuscan dialect or a purely written standard
e g most Arabic speaking nations despite
vernacular dialectal differences employ classical
Arabic m books and newspapers A standard
language thus tends to act as a hngua franca
 
The oldest recorded language is Sumenan
which was spol en by a non Semitic people who
lived m the southern part of ancient Mesopotamia
c 3 500 b c It was a language conveyed in
cuneiform script with a structure and vocabulary
um elated to anj other known language It lost
ground to the Akkadian Semitu language and
began to die out in Earnmuiabi s tune
The oldest living language is Chinese with a
progressive history of 4 000 years during which it
has maintained its identity and given shape to
ideas, It is not phonetic \ e it is not written in
groups of letters which represent sounds but each
word is represented as a character Coptic a
direct descendant of the ancient Egyptian
language has al&o survived but only as the htur
gical language of the Christum Coptic Church
(Modern Egyptian is a dialect of Arabic )
 Nine major language families  and 11 major
individual languages ire listed below
African Languages    Two linguistic pictures of
Africa could be drawn  one showing the native
languages and dialects the other showing a patch
work cover of European languages of colonisation
yet neither would be complete without the other
for the two groups are everywhere in close contact
Many   states   recognise   two   or   more   official
languages both native and colonial hi origin.
The principal colonial languages are French
Lnglish Spanish Portuguese Italian German
and Flemish Dutch is of particular interest
since it has developed into what !b virtually a new
language Afrikaans the standard form of •which
diflerb in many respects from the European Dutch
standard.
 
In grammar and phonetics the most complex
languages are those of the Caucasus together with
North American Indian tongues (including
Eskimo) while the simplest is said to be Malay
The native languages of Britain besides English
are Welsh (with an unbroken literary history since
the 6th cent a d ) Irish Gaelic (the native tongue
of Ireland with a literary history dating back to the
9th cent a d ) and Scots Gaelic (which became
separate from Irish Gaelic in the 13th cent
 The native languages of North Africa, and of
East Africa down to the equator belong to the
Semito Hamitic family (y v) The true Negro
African languages number many hundreds •with
a profusion of dialects The southern half of the
continent is almost exclusively the domain of the
Bantu languages Of theae the chief represents
tive is Swahili it boasts a considerable body of

